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1. Introduction 
A distributed computer system (abbr. DCS) consists of a number of distinct and 
logically connected communicating asynchronous sequential processes. A task reali-
zation in a DCS is the result of these process activities. During the task realization 
a user of a system creates a virtual network of processes. The virtual network of 
processes consists of a set of logically connected coprocesses. Each of the coprocesses 
for a given virtual process is executed in another processor of a DCS. 
To gain a theoretical understanding of such systems, it is necessary to find a 
mathematical model which reflects essential features of these systems while abstract-
ing irrelevant details away. Such the model allows problems to be stated precisely 
and make them amenable to mathematical analysis. 
In the papers JUST [3, 4] it has been introduced a mathematical model of a dis-
tributed computer system and a mathematical model of their input/output behaviour. 
We use the concept process as a basic unit in our description of a DCS, and by a 
mathematical model of the process we shall mean a finite-control (FC-) algorithm 
of MAZURKIEWICZ, PAWLAK [5]. Formally, our model is based on a notion of so 
called vector of coroutines. This notion has been introduced by JANICKI [1, 2], in 
order to describe the semantics of programs with coroutines. 
The main purpose of this paper is to define the global properties of distributed 
computer systems by the analysis of system components (coprocesses). We would 
like to answer the following questions. What can we say about all possible behaviours 
of the whole system, if we only know the local behaviour of all particular components 
of a DCS? Is it possible to analyse each component independently, and then to 
assemble all local properties in order to get the global semantics of the virtual proc-
ess executed in a DCS? 
To solve these problems, we extend the theory in JUST [4], and adapt some ele-
ments of the theory from JANICKI [1]. 
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2. The model of a distributed computer system 
The mathematical model of a distributed computer system has been introduced 
in the paper JUST [3]. In this chapter basic facts, important to the problem examined 
in this paper, will be presented. For more details the reader is advised to consult 
JUST [3, 4]. 
oo 
For every n —1,2, ..., let [«] = {!, 2, ..., »}. For each alphabet I l e t Z*=\JZ', 
1 = 0 
Z+ = Z*Z, I ' = .£U{£} where e is the empty word. The remaining notation of the 
paper is standard. 
By a model of a DCS we shall mean a 3-tuple 
DCS = (S, MP, AL) 
where 
S is the structure of the system, • 
M P is the set of processes in the system, 
AL is a mapping AL: M P —5. 
2.1. Structure of DCS. By the structure of DCS we mean a directed graph 
S = (N, «o, LT) 
where 
N is the set of nodes (interpreted as stations of computer network), 
n 0 ^N is the initial node, 
LTQNxN is the set of edges (interpreted as transmission lines). 
7.2. Processes in DCS. In order to describe the set of processes in DCS we shall 
introduce a mathematical object, called a matrix of coprocesses. 
2.2.1. Matrix of coprocesses. By a matrix of coprocesses we mean a system 
M P = (J / , 70) 
where 
si = { ¿ y } , e w , / 0 € [ m ] X [ n ] . 
/ e M 
Aij is a coprocess, and /0 indicates the start process. The set sé can be interpreted as 
a matrix 
si = 
A 11 ; •• • j n 
••• , A„ 
Each line in the above matrix represents one process. A¡j is a 4-tuple which repre-
sents the y'-th coprocess in the /-the process. 
Au = (Zu, Vij, a,j, Ph) or A,j = (0, 0, {e}, 0) 
where 
1) Zjj is an alphabet (of action symbols), 
2) Vjj is an alphabet (of control symbols of Ai}), 
3) OijZV¡j is the start symbol of 
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4) Pjj is a finite subset of the set 
{(', ./)} X ([m] X [«]) X(VXV')X I , j . 
This means that Pi} is a finite set of 4-tuples of the form (z'—r, j-+s, a-*b, R) where 
i-*r^{i)x[m], 7— i€{7'}X[«], a->baVxV-, RiZij). Pu is called the set of instruc-
m n 
tions of Au. Let P= U U pij • 
¡=i j=i 
Each instruction consists of foui parts: 
1) z — r indicates the process which wiii be active after the execution of the 
instruction (the r-th process will be active); 
2) j—s indicates the coprocess which will be active after the execution of the 
instruction; 
3) a ~*b indicates the way of execution of the component Air This part of the 
instruction indicates the current and next point of the component A t j . 
4) R is the action of the instruction. It is an action name. R — because of its 
abstract character — will mean the program, the part of the program or an activity of 
the opertating system. 
Every matrix of coprocesses can be represented graphically by means of graphs 
i.j i,j 
a—• -b a—--b 
R R R 
to denote instructions (i—i, j—j, a^b, R), (i—i,j—s,a-~b,R) and (i—r,j—s,-
a-+b, R), respectively. 
m n 
Put = U U Zij- The set I is called the set of action names of the matrix MP. 
> = i j = i 
m n 
Let ms = X X v h ( X i s t h e cartesian product). The set MS = [m]X[«]Xms 
; = i j = i 
is called the set of control states of MP. 
m n 
Let co: [m] X[«] Xms— | J [J V,'j be the function such that, for a 6 ms and 
i=lj=l 
OijiVij, co (i,j, a) — au. 
Each (z — s, a-+b, R) can be regarded as a relation on the set Rel(MS) 
defined in the following way 
a-*b, R) j'2<^(Ba, J?€ms) = (z'J, a), y2 = (r, s, ft) 
and co (i,j, a) = a, co (r, s, P)=b. 
(The set MT = {(/, /', a)6MS] co (/, /', a )=e} is called the set of terminal control 
states of MP. The set ST = M S x £ * is the set of states of MP. 
Let r e ST X ST be the relation defined by the equivalence 
( j ' i » « i ) 7 , ( j ' s , i 4 ) « . - [ ( B ( i - r , 7 - j , a^b, i ? ) e P ) ( j ! , J 2 )€MS & u2=UlR\ 
We put y0 = (i0, j0, <*o), where 
. , f f f v f o r co ( , , ; ,«„) = { g for = 
(0 denotes the empty coprocess of form (0, 0, {e}, 0)). 
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Put 
¿ ( M P ) = {w6 £*|(3j'€ MT)(>0 , e) T*(y, w)}. 
Z,(MP) is called the language generated by the matrix of coprocesses MP. The lan-
guage L(MP) represents the structure of a virtual network of processes, whereas 
each l i j represents a set of names of actions (procedures) that should be executed 
in the framework of the (/, y')-th component of the system. This language is interpreted 
as a description of the semantics of the matrix MP. 
Proving properties of the system of processes (in our model) is the same as 
proving properties of the language L(MP). Properties of this language can be ana-
lysed by means of fixed-point methods (see JUST [3]). These methods of analysis of 
the matrix of coprocesses need the knowlage about the form of all components prior 
to the analysis. All components must be analysed together. There is a question if it 
is possible to analyse each component independently, and then to get the global 
semantics of the matrix of coprocesses. We are going to discuss this main problem 
of our paper in section 3. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the system which consists of two processes, and the 
first process consists of two coprocesses. Let this system be represented by the follow-
ing fiowdiagram. 
<Tn f i s Cat 
It can be proved that L(MP) = ABCD((EF[)GB)D)*EH. (A method is given in 
JUST [4]). 
2.3. Mapping AL. The mapping AL specifies an allocation of a process. 
3. From local to global properties of DCS 
Proving properties of a system of processes (in our model) is the same as prov-
ing properties of the language L(MP). But the language ¿ ( M P ) does not contain 
much information about the structure of the matrix of coprocesses. If we know this 
language only, we do not know anything about the number and the form of compo-
nents. Now we define a language which gives L(MP), the number of components, 
and sublanguages defined by components. Note that every component can be inter-
preted as certain right-linnear grammar. 
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Let M P = ( 4 70), where 
= i A i j } i i [ m l . Jo € [m] X [«] 
yew 
and 
Au = {Iu, Vu, au, Ph) (/ = 1, ..., m,j = 1 , . . . , « ) 
is the matrix of coprocesses. 
We define the following alphabets 
Ak = {hh> '-ki„J~ A'k = Ak\J { 4 } 
for 
i,r£[m], j,s£[n] and fc = ( i j ) , l = (r,s). 
Let 
A= U A U U J , A' = U A'k (fco = Oo,Jo)) . 
k € t"i]X[n] K[m]XW 
The set A in our model represents the set of names of actions of transmissions. 
Let X(MP) be the matrix of coprocesses defined as follows 
¿ ( P M ) = (J /* , /„), where i 1 = { ^ } I I W , / » E H X [ 4 
.KM 
A}j = (Z,j\JAtj,Vu\J{a,tj}, <J[j,P$ 
and 
Pij = {(' - r, j - 5, a - b, RXkl) |(i - r, j - s, a - b, R)ePu&k * Z}U 
U {(/ - r, j - s, a - b, 2?)|(i -*r,j -*s,a b, R)£Pi}&k = Z}U 
U {(i - i, j - j, o'ij - <tu, n) if 0,./) = IQ then n = Xko elsewhere ¿t = £}. 
The language L(1(MP)) contains all the necessary informations about the 
structure of the matrix MP. 
Let hA: (£U A')* — L* be the following homomorphism 
[ R if R£Z, 
= U i f 
Corollary. L (M P)=/j^ (L (A (M P))). 
For arbitrary /=1 , ..., m, j=\, ..., n and k = (i,j) let 
X(AU) = {ZtJUA'k, V<j, Qu), 
where 
V'ij = VU\J K-}, o i j W j , 
Qij ~ {a Rb\ BO j s, a - b, R)£P}j)U K - Xkait). 
Note that X(A{¡) is a right-linnear grammar. 
EXAMPLE 2. These grammars for our matrix of coprocesses (see Example 1) 
can be described by the following graphs. 
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Let Z,(A(v4,j)) denote the language generated by these grammars. Note that the lan-
guage Ь(1(Аф) not only contains an information on "actions" (elements of 
of the component A ,j, but also on points of resumptions of another components, and 
an information on "actions of transmissions" as well. 
For arbitrary i, r€[/w], j, and (i—r,j—s, a—b, R) let num: [т ]х [и] — 
->-[ m-n] be defined in the following way : num (i,j)=(i-\)-m+j and for ЯыеЛ, 
fc=num (i,j), / = n u m (r, s). Let q=m-n. 
EXAMPLE 3. Languages L(X(AU)) generated by grammars given in Example 2 
яге the following 
B ( A 0 4 N ) ) = M M 1 2 ( ( ; . 1 2 U A 1 2 B ) A 1 2 ) * A 1 2 , 
L(X(A12)) = I 2 CDXn ((GA21U Я23 ).2x)D).21)* Я23, 
L(?.(A2l)) = Xs(EFÀ32{JE)* EH. 
Let At, ..., Aq, Гг, •••, Гq be sets defined in the following way 
(V&€|>D Ak =. {Ait, ..., K-u, 4+u, •••> ¿J. 
r k = U (StUAJ-Ak. 
t*k,t=1 
For arbitrary k, lt[q\ and k^l let rkl be the following set 
rkl = zt(A,~ M A ( 4 U { £ })Ui rz i № Uir . 
Let ( £ U A')—2(I^A">* be the substitution of languages defined in the following 
way 
R if i i e i U U J , 
(V .RFELU A')ip(R) = h S Î A , if R = Xk & ke[g]-{k0}, -k„1 к ык 
Rh, if R = k„ к 7^1. 
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The function i¡/ is called the basic semantic function. This function has been defined 
by JANICKI [1] in order to describe the local semantics of a vector of coroutines. 
A component Ay of M P is called final if there exists an instruction (i—r,j-+s, 
a—b,R) such that b = s. The set of all final components of M P will be denoted by 
FINMP . We restrict our attension to the matrix of coprocesses with the property 
card (FINMP) = 1. 
Theorem. For every matrix of coprocesses (of form defined in this paper) 
L(A(MP)) = 0 ^{XkL(X(Ak))), 
k = 1 
where 
= A a u m ( U ) ( A u is in MP, i'€[m],;6[n]). 
The proof of the above theorem follows from considerations which have been de-
scribed in 11, 2]. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let us consider the distributed computer system which consists 
of three processors, connected over a communication system. These processors 
execute particular parts (coprocesses) of the virtual process. We know these coproc-
esses only. In our model they are given in the form of components of the matrix 
of coprocesses (see Example 1), and can be interpreted as certain right-linear gram-
mars (see Example 2). The languages generated by these grammars, are given in 
Example 3. 
On the basis of these languages and by taking into consideration the Theorem, 
we can obtain the following language 
L(A(MP)) = )-i A BX12 CD).2l ((A 12 A23 EFX32 X2l U X12 GX21B) Xx2 DX21 )*X12 X23 EH. 
This language describes all possible behaviours of our distributed computer system 
— both computations and transmissions. 
From this and from Corollary 1 it follows that L(MP)=A i l(L(A(MP))) = 
= ABCD((EF{JGB)DyEH. In our model this language is interpreted as a descrip-
tion of the semantics of the matrix of coprocesses (the semantics of the virtual net-
work of processes). 
4. Final comment 
Treating distributed systems as the superposition of sequential subsystems is 
the natural way of analysis and synthesis of systems. This paper is an attempt to 
give a formal approach to this problem. Similar problems are considered in [1, 2, 3, 4], 
and from a different point of view in [6]. 
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